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SEX MORALS AND THE LAW IN ANCIENT EGYPT AND BABYLON.

JAMES BONSON REYNOLDS. 1

EGYPT.

Present knowledge of the criminal law of ancient Egypt relating to sex morals is fragmentary and incomplete in spite of the fact that considerable light has been thrown upon the subject by recent excavations and scholarship. We have not yet, however, sufficient data to determine the character or moral value of Egyptian law, or of its influence on the Mediterranean world.

Egyptian law was, however, elaborately and carefully expanded during the flourishing period of the nation's history. 2 Twenty thousand volumes are said to have been written on the Divine law of Hermes, the traditional law-giver of Egypt, whose position is similar to that of Manu in relation to the laws of India. And while it is impossible to trace the direct influence of Egyptian law on the laws of later nations, its indirect influence upon the founders of Grecian law is established beyond question. Both Lycurgus and Solon visited Egypt and are said to have made special study of its laws and particularly of its Criminal code. 3

Our present sources of information regarding the criminal laws of Egypt are limited chiefly to descriptive narratives of ancient writers of alien nations, which are incomplete, superficial and often contradictory. The Egyptian monuments up to the present time have contributed but scant information on the subject. Strabo, Herodotus and Athenaeus (who quotes Ctesias) are our chief informants regarding Egyptian penal law in relation to sex morals. All we are warranted to believe as to Egyptian laws relating to public morality from these meagre and somewhat questionable authorities may be briefly summarized.

According to the "unwritten law" of the best public sentiment, as stated in the Maxims of Ani on a Boulaq papyrus, immorality was strongly condemned. The wise man thus warns the youth: "Guard thee from the woman from abroad who is not known in her city; look not on her, know her not in the flesh; for she is a flood great and deep, whose whirling no man knows. The woman whose husband is far away, 'I am beautiful,' says she to thee every day. When she has no witnesses

---

1 Of the New York Bar. General Counsel, American Social Hygiene Association, Inc.  
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she stands and ensnares thee. O great crime worthy of death when one hearkens, even when it is not known abroad, (for) a man takes up every sin (after) this one. 4 Yet it is said that along with these wholesome and righteous ideals, widespread and gross immorality flourish. 5 The warning just quoted seems to suggest that the scarlet woman was well known in the land. Prostitution was probably common and among the ranks of the courtesans were many married women whose husbands had left them, and who wandered about the country practising their profession. 6 An overlord might and probably did at times abuse his power by making the daughters of his inferiors subjects of his passion, yet such action is openly condemned by a nobleman in proclaiming his own righteous record. “There was no citizen’s daughter whom I misused.” 7

The king also might freely exercise his power to gratify his passion as was possible in Europe in the Middle Ages. A king is described as “the man who takes women from their husbands whither he wills and when his heart desires.” 8

Adultery.—Adultery with a married woman was a moral wrong and a crime. The standards of the time in relation to sex morality are set forth in a document entitled the Negative Confession (part of Chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead.) In Clause 19 we read: “I have not defiled the wife of a husband,” that is, the wife of another man. That adultery was a legal offence against the law is evidenced by a text of the reign of Ramses V (about 1150 B.C.) containing a list of the crimes charged against a shipmaster at Elephantine. The list includes a charge of adultery with two women, each of whom is described as “mother of M. and wife of N.” The didactic papyri also warn against adultery as well as against fornication. Ptahhotep says: “If thou desirest to prolong friendship in a house which thou enterest as master, as colleague or as friend, or wheresoever thou enterest, avoid approaching the women; no place prospereth where that is done. A thousand men have been destroyed to enjoy a short moment like a dream; one attaineth death in knowing it.” This text is not later than the Middle Kingdom.

The story of Ubaaner turns on the adultery of his wife with a peasant, who is given to a crocodile to be devoured. The woman is burned.

6 Osiris and the Egyptian Resurrection. E. A. Wallis Budge.
8 Pyramidtexte, Sethe, Kurt. Sec. 510, quoted in Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt. Breasted, p. 177.
Herodotus\(^8\) tells of a King, Pheron, who gathered his unfaithful wives into one town and destroyed them by fire.

That the husband had no obligation to the wife if he divorced her on the ground of adultery may be inferred from two marriage contracts of the 26th Dynasty. In the latter Ptolemaic marriage contracts, written in Greek, adultery and all forms of marital infidelity are forbidden to both husband and wife. The penalty for the husband is the forfeiture of the dowry, that of the wife is not specified. The contracts of marriage during the Roman period also prescribe a blameless life, but less in detail.\(^9\)

The laws of Egypt in relation to public morals and particularly to adultery were harsh and cruel.\(^10\) They were, however, no more severe, so far as we know, than those of Europe in the Middle Ages.

A married woman convicted of adultery was punished by slitting the nose, for the reason that that feature was the most conspicuous and the loss thereof would be most severely felt and be the greatest detriment to personal charms.\(^11\)

The male accomplice of a woman guilty of adultery was punished by a thousand blows of the lash.

\textit{Rape.}—Rape was punished by death. In the case of foreigners this punishment was sometimes commuted to exile. The violation of a free woman was punished by mutilation of the male offender, on the alleged ground that the crime involved three great wrongs: Insult, defilement and bastardy.\(^12\)

\textit{Prostitution.}—Prostitution apparently was tolerated. A foreign writer cites the instance of one king said to have prostituted his daughter in order to discover a robber, and of another king, Cheops, who prostituted his daughter to obtain money for the construction of the pyramid bearing his name. Such tales, however, are justly subject to suspicion and savor more of court scandals than of serious history.

Temple prostitution is believed to have been practiced and certain religious festivals were accompanied by immoral dances. But the religious and secular authorities sought to prevent its practice as appears in a law mentioned by Herodotus forbidding sexual intercourse within the walls of a temple.\(^13\)

From the above review of the survivals of Egyptian criminal law

\(^8\) Herodotus II, 60, 64.
\(^12\) Idem, Vol. I, p. 153. (See also Diodorus Book I, Chap. VI, Laws 12 and 13.)
\(^13\) Herodotus II: 111.
it appears that prostitution existed but was penalized probably, only, when practiced in sacred places; that adultery was punished by criminal and civil penalties and that rape was punished by death.
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BABYLON.

The Code of Hammurabi, the founder of the Babylonian Empire, is the most ancient code of laws dealing with sexual vice of which we have definite knowledge and is supposed to have been proclaimed about 2000 B. C.

Even this Code was not the first law of the land. It is a compilation of existing laws and of still older Sumerian laws. How far back the foundations of the laws of Babylon reach, no one knows. Long before the Code of Hammurabi, possibly as early as 3500 B. C., a single Sumerian tablet contained a brief reference to sex morality:

"If a wife hate her husband and say to him 'Thou art not my husband,' they may throw her into the river."

"If a husband say to his wife 'Thou art not my wife' he shall pay her one-half a mana of silver."

But even this law is too terse and to well formulated to be the beginning of Babylonian law. In fact, as far back as we can trace the history or decipher its monuments, there is no time when we can say "as yet there was no law."
The Code is recognized as the work of a ruler of great wisdom and foresight who sought equal justice for the strong and the weak. His laws reveal a devout paternal ruler, actuated by the principles that underlie all just legislation.

The central purpose of the Code is explained on a tablet accompanying Hammurabi's likeness: "That the great should not oppress the weak, to counsel the widow and orphan—to judge the judgment of the land, to decide the decisions of the land (and) to succor the injured."¹

The Code of Hammurabi endured for more than 1500 years as the fundamental law of the Babylonian and Assyrian Empires.² It embraced both civil and criminal law, no distinction being made between the two. Discovered but recently, its historical relations to universal criminal jurisprudence are little known.³ Its influence on Roman and Greek law has yet to be determined. There is already, however, little doubt that the Code contributed to the Mosaic Law, though their parallels and analogies may be due to the common Semitic origin of the two systems.⁴

The resemblance between the Mosaic law and the Babylonian code is particularly manifest in their statutes relating to the rape of a betrothed maiden, though the contrast in details is perhaps as notable as the resemblances.

The difference between the two systems is also striking. Hammurabi, in dealing with seduction or rape, does not handle the case of the unbetrothed virgin, as does the Hebrew law, while his treatment of the betrothed virgin differs from that of the Hebrew law. Hammurabi inflicts the penalty of burning (incest with mother, Section 157), of drowning (adultery with neighbor's wife, Section 139, and of daughter-in-law for incest, Section 155), of banishment (incest with daughter, Section 154) and of disinheretance (incest with step-mother, Section 158.) In the Old Testament the punishments are death (incest with step-mother or daughter-in-law, Lev. 20:11 and 13), burning (bigamy, marriage of woman and her mother, Lev. 20:14), disinheretance (incest with sister, Lev. 20:17) and even childlessness (incest with wife of uncle or brother, Lev. 20:20 and 21.).⁵

The Code must be understood as having been devised for a people not fully emerged from the patriarchal state. Incest, so elaborately

²Kent, Charles F. Israel's Laws and Legal Precedents. p. 5.
³Discovered in Susa the ancient Persepolis, by De Morgan, in December, 1901, and January, 1902.
⁴Cook, S. A. The Laws of Moses and the Code of Hammurabi.
⁵Idem. p. 270 and 271.
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handled and so severely punished, frequently occurred under that social order. The careful determination of the varying duties of the wife, during the absence of the husband as a soldier revealed a people in whose life war was a chief concern. Nevertheless, there is evidence of a relatively settled national existence. Courts were well established and rules of legal procedure determined, though extreme reliance on the testimony of eye-witnesses indicates the immaturity of legal development.

In the interpretation of the Code, two points of procedure must be borne in mind. First, most mandates were permissive rather than peremptory. “Shall,” for instance, denotes often not the imperative mode but the future tense. In some cases it is clearly permissive, as when the Code says a widow “shall” marry again. Second, the judge appears to have liberal powers as to the infliction of penalties. Hence, the apparent harshness of certain penalties may have been softened in practice through the exercise of judicial discretion. The judge, for instance, might grant a defendant six months’ grace to find witnesses to save his life from a death sentence. When these points are considered, the Code apparently is not more drastic than those of the Middle Ages, or even of a later period, when a man was hanged for sheepstealing.

We may now consider sections of the Code relating directly and indirectly to our subject.

Lawful Marriage.—We find in the Code that marriage retained the form of purchase, but was essentially a contract, the woman legally not becoming a wife until the contract had been executed.

Abandonment.—Abandonment by the husband was condemned. It was regarded as violation of the marriage contract, releasing the wife from her obligation of fidelity. The wife of a man guilty of abandonment was not compelled to return to her husband should he come back to his own city.

Desertion.—The right of the absent soldier to the fidelity of his

---

7Sec. 128. If a man has taken a wife and has not executed a marriage contract, that woman is not a wife.
8Sec. 136. If a man has left his city and fled, and, after he has gone, his wife has entered into the house of another; if the man return and seize his wife, the wife of the fugitive shall not return to her husband, because he hated his city and fled.
wife was scrupulously protected, if he had made suitable provision for his family. In the event of such provision, if the wife were unfaithful, her punishment was drowning, and this punishment was inflicted even though the husband had been taken captive. Probably some litigation was recognized as to the length of time during which a woman was required to assume that her husband was still living. The Code, however, indicates no period of time which created a presumption that the husband was dead.

If the husband had failed to provide for his wife, she was then free to seek another husband. In other words, it appears that the contract of marriage imposed upon the husband the obligation to provide for his wife in order to retain his right to her fidelity.

If the man taken captive subsequently returned, though he had made no provision for his family, his wife was obliged to go back to him. The children of the second husband, however, remained with the latter.

Divorce.11—The wife could divorce the husband only for open adultery. The legal grounds stated in the Code under which the husband could divorce his wife were barrenness, neglect of domestic duties

10Sec. 133. If a man has been taken captive, and there was maintenance in his house, but his wife has left her house and entered into another man's house; because that woman has not preserved her body, and has entered into the house of another, that woman shall be prosecuted and shall be drowned.
Sec. 134. If a man has been taken captive, but there was no maintenance in his house, and his wife has entered into the house of another, that woman has no blame.
Sec. 135. If a man has been taken captive, but there was no maintenance in his house for his wife, and she has entered into the house of another, and has borne him children, if in the future her (first) husband shall return and regain his city, that woman shall return to her first husband, but the children shall follow their own father.

11Sec. 137. If a man has determined to divorce a concubine who has borne him children, or a votary who has granted him children, he shall return to that woman her marriage portion and shall give her the usufruct of field, garden and goods, to bring up her children. After her children have grown up, out of whatever is given to her children, they shall give her one son's share, and the husband of her choice shall marry her.
Sec. 138. If a man has divorced his wife, who has not borne him children, he shall pay over to her as much money as was given for her bride-price, and the marriage portion which she brought from her father's house, and so shall divorce her.
Sec. 141. If a man's wife, living in her husband's house, has persisted in going out, has acted the fool, has wasted her house, has belittled her husband, he shall prosecute her. If her husband has said: "I divorce her," she shall go her way; he shall give her nothing as her price of divorce. If her husband has said, "I will not divorce her," he may take another woman to wife; the wife shall live as a slave in her husband's house.

26
and the broad ground of acting the fool. On this last pretext almost any incident displeasing to the husband could be adduced as cause, but a concubine or a votary might be divorced without cause, provided her marriage portion were returned and provision were made for herself and her children.

A concubine was a woman who cohabited with a man without the legal or social standing of a wife.

A votary was a semi-priestess or vestal virgin whose life had been consecrated to religion. She might marry, but must remain a virgin. She could, however, give her maid to her husband and he might have children by the latter, the children being regarded as legally the children of the votary.

Adultery. Adultery among the Babylonians was solely the crime of the wife. The wife, if caught in the act, was punished by strangling, together with her paramour. The husband, however, might condone the offence of his wife, but in that event, he could not call for the punishment of her male accomplice. If the wife, though accused by the husband, were not caught in the act, she might return home, but if she had become a subject of scandal, her guilt or innocence might, upon the demand of the husband, be tested by requiring her to plunge into the sacred river. In that event it was assumed that if innocent, she would float; if guilty, she would drown.

The nearest approach to punishment of the husband for adulterous acts seems to have been that in the event of his immoralities becoming open and scandalous, the wife might take her marriage portion and return to her parental home. The respective rights and duties of husband and wife are summarized in the doctrine that if the husband

12Sec. 129. If a man's wife be caught lying with another, they shall be strangled, and cast into the water. If the wife's husband would save his wife, the king can save his servant.

Sec. 131. If a man's wife has been accused by her husband, and has not been caught lying with another, she shall swear her innocence and return to her house.

Sec. 132. If a man's wife has the finger pointed at her on account of another, but has not been caught lying with him, for her husband's sake she shall plunge into the sacred river.

Sec. 142. If a woman has hated her husband and has said, "You shall not possess me," her past shall be inquired into, as to what she lacks. If she has been discreet, and has no vice, and her husband has gone out, and has greatly belittled her, that woman has no blame, she shall take her marriage portion and go off to her father's house.

Sec. 143. If she has not been discreet, has gone out, ruined her house, belittled her husband, she shall be drowned.
belittled the wife, she might desert him. If the wife belittled the husband she should or might be drowned.

*Incest.*—Incest was punished by banishment, strangling or burning, according to the closeness of relationship between the offenders. In the severity of the punishment we may note the care taken to protect family morals.

*Rape.*—Rape was seduction of the betrothed wife of another, provided she were a virgin and living in the house of her father. The punishment was death, to be inflicted only if the offenders were caught in the act. Direct evidence was required. Circumstantial evidence was not admitted or was not conclusive. Conviction was probably rare and the severity of the penalties of the law in unusual instances was the guarantee of its efficiency.

*Prostitution.*—The nearest approach to reference to prostitution is in sections relating to beer houses kept by women. These seem to have been places of ill-repute and probably were frequently houses of prostitution. A votary not dwelling in a convent who lived in a beer house or entered a beer house to drink was put to death. The severity of this penalty inflicted upon the votary who thus compromised her reputation for scrupulous morality is in striking contrast to the temple prostitution of a later period. But neither prostitution itself nor commercialized vice in any form was penalized in the Code of Hammurabi. The prostitute was literally an abandoned woman, ignored by the law.

To summarize, the Code of Hammurabi pre-eminently protected family morals, ruthlessly penalized any immoral dereliction of the wife of improper intimacy within forbidden degrees of consanguinity, mildly condemned the open infidelity of the husband if the wife objected, and there halted its injunctions. Defective in some points, ruthlessly severe in others, it was nevertheless superior in its treatment of sex morality to the laws of Greece and Rome, and probably affected substantially the later Semitic codes.

---

13See Code of Hammurabi, Section 154 to Section 158.
14Sec. 130. If a man has ravished another's betrothed wife, who is a virgin, while still living in her father's house, and has been caught in the act, that man shall be put to death; the woman shall go free.
15Sec. 110. If a votary, who is not living in the convent, open a beer-shop or enter a beer-shop for drink, that woman shall be put to death.
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In the later history of Babylon, as given by the Greek, Roman and Hebrew authorities, there are indications that the earlier laws failed to protect public morals when the simpler conditions of the pastoral and patriarchal state were superseded by the luxuries of conquest and the complexities of urban development. Warfare was succeeded by general debauchery, and the decadent Babylon of the time of Alexander had long ceased to be restrained by the laws of the stern and righteous Hammurabi.

Much less is known as to the laws of Babylon relating to sex offences in later centuries. Babylon was denounced in the Apocalypse as "the mother of the harlots and of the abominations of the earth." Herodotus, Strabo and Baruch made the definite and serious charge that temple prostitution of all Babylonian women was ordained by law and universally practiced. It was also later asserted that at the time of Alexander the Great the gross immorality of the Babylonian people reached its climax, and women of the best families were notoriously guilty of acts of glaring immodesty. Yet, in spite of these declarations, the extreme depravity of the social status of Babylon is less well established than has been supposed. Among the ancient records the tale of Herodotus as to the universal prostitution of Babylonian women is the most circumstantial and elaborate. He is authority for the statement that every Babylonian female was required by law to prostitute herself once in her life in the temple of Mylitta, the Chaldean Venus.

Strabo and the Book of Baruch bear similar testimony. But Strabo is believed to have borrowed most of his details as to Babylonian customs from Herodotus. Strabo's words are: 'There is a custom prescribed by an oracle for all Babylonian women to have intercourse with strangers.' The main details given by Herodotus are then repeated. Baruch's account is: 'The women also with cords about them sit in the ways, burning bran for incense; but if any of them, drawn by some that passeth by, lie with him, she reproacheth her fellow that she was not thought worthy of herself nor her cord broken.' It may be noted that Baruch does not ascribe universality to the custom.

18Revelations 17:5. "—and upon her forehead a name written, Mystery, Babylon the great, the mother of the harlots and of the abominations of the earth." (American Standard Version.)
19Herodotus I, 199: "The most disgraceful of the Babylonian customs is the following: Every native woman is obliged once in her life to sit in the temple of Venus and have intercourse with some stranger." Herodotus then proceeds to describe the method by which this surrender was made, declaring that the obligation was universal and obeyed by women of all classes.
20Strabo, Book XVI, Chap. 1:20. "There is a custom prescribed by an oracle for all Babylonian women to have intercourse with strangers." The main details given by Herodotus are then repeated.
21Baruch VI, 43. "The women also with cords about them sit in the ways, burning bran for incense; but if any of them, drawn by some that passeth by, lie with him, she reproacheth her fellow that she was not thought worthy of herself nor her cord broken." It may be noted that Baruch does not ascribe universality to the custom.
from Herodotus, and the author of the Book of Baruch quite possibly obtained his information from the same source. At most he refers only to certain indeterminate practices, not, as does Herodotus, to a general custom. Denunciatory exaggerations of conditions in Babylon by returned Hebrew captives and their descendants were not unnatural, and it is probable that the writer of Baruch was strongly influenced by them. The captive sees the worst side of life, and his judgments are inevitably biased by his experience and point of view. That considerable immorality existed after the nation had acquired wealth and captives, easily debauched, is probable. Erotic references in the cuneiform literature of Babylonia equally fail to corroborate the sweeping accusations of Herodotus against the entire nation.

Erotic language relating to certain temple rites is mystical and symbolic, and its significance as an actual record of conditions and laws in relation to sex morality may easily have been exaggerated. The charges in Herodotus appear, therefore, to rest in part on exaggeration, in part on a misunderstanding of religious rites and are unsupported by any independent and competent evidence, either local or foreign, and until such evidence is furnished may justly be regarded as unproven. In any event, it must be borne in mind that Herodotus writes of a period hundreds of years later than the age of Hammurabi. Certainly there is no hint of such customs or conditions in the austere laws of Hammurabi, and we may fairly hold that the period of Hammurabi's reign a reputable inhabitant of a modern city would find the moral condition of ancient Babylon less shocking than that of mediaeval Europe.
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